
Polyhedra in Three Dimensional Euclidean Space

A polygon is a 2-dimensional shape bounded by straight line segments.

A polygon is said to be regular if the edges are of equal length and meet at equal angles.

A polygon is convex if the line connecting any two vertices remains inside or on the boundary
of the polygon.

not convexconvex

1. Give an example of a convex regular polygon.

2. Given any number n, can you construct a regular polygon with n sides?

A Platonic solid is a convex polyhedron in 3-dimensional Euclidean space where each face is
an identical convex regular polygon, and the same number of polygons meets at each vertex.

Some familiar examples of Platonic solids include the tetrahedron and cube. Fill in the fol-
lowing table describing the following Platonic solids, where k is the number of sides of each
polygonal face, � is the number of polygons meeting at each vertex, n is the number of vertices,
e is the number of edges, and f is the number of faces.

k � n e f name
4 tetrahedron

4 8 6 cube
8 octahedron

30 dodecahedron
12 icosahedron

Try building each of these Platonic solids with Polydrons.
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Euler’s Formula

3. Do you notice a relationship between the vertices, edges, and faces of a non-crossing
drawing of a connected planar graph?

We can explain why the relationship above, known as Euler’s formula, is true by “unwrapping”
general 3-dimensional convex solid into a 2-dimensional figure. We do that by imagining a
balloon blown up inside our solid. We then draw the vertices and edges onto the balloon, then
poke the balloon and spread it out flat. The resulting figure in 2-dimensions is called the graph
or skeleton of the solid. Note that these are not nets.

tetrahedron
cube

Note that the graph has the exact same number of numbers and edges as the solid. Distances
and angles may be distorted; that’s fine. However, if we make sure none of the edges of the
graph cross, then the number of regions in the Euclidean plane formed by the graph (including
the unbounded region) is the same as the number of faces of the solid.

4. Give a proof of Euler’s formula using induction on the number of edges and vertices.

5. In a graph, the number of edges incident to a vertex is called the vertex’s degree. Deter-
mine a relationship between the sum of the degrees in a graph and the number of edges.
(This is known as the degree sum formula.)
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How many Platonic solids are there? We will answer this question using Euler’s formula.
Given a Platonic solid G, we can form the dual solid G∗ by putting a vertex in the center of
each face and connecting vertices that lie in adjacent faces. This new Platonic solid can also
be “unwrapped” and drawn as a graph with no crossings.

6. For each of the Platonic solids, determine what its dual solid looks like.

7. Suppose that for a Platonic solid, each face is a regular polygon with � sides, and each
vertex has degree k. Howmany sides does each face of the dual have? Howmany polygons
meet at each vertex of the dual?

8. How many vertices does the dual have? How many edges?
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9. Apply the degree sum formula to both G and G∗. Write n and f in terms of e, k, and �.

10. Subtitute into Euler’s formula, and obtain an inequality only involving k and �.

11. Now we assume that k ≥ 3 and � ≥ 3. (Why?) Solve for all integer pairs (k, �) that satisfy
the above equation. These are the only parameters for which Platonic solids can exist.
For each Platonic solid, determine the number of vertices, edges, and faces. Check this
against the table that you had on the first sheet.
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Archimedean Solids
Archimedean solids are three dimensional shapes with not quite as much symmetry as the
Platonic solids: each face is a convex regular polygon (but they’re not necessarily all the same),
but each vertex has the same pattern of polygons meeting it.

12. The soccer ball is an example of an Archimedean solid. Each face is either a regular
hexagon or a regular pentagon, and each vertex touches exactly two hexagons and one
pentagon. Let f5 be the number of pentagons, and let f6 be the number of hexagons.
What is the relationship between f5, f6, and the number f of faces?

13. What is the relationship between f5, f6, and the number e of edges?

14. What is the relationship between f5 and n? Between f6 and the number n of vertices?
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15. Substitute these last relationships into Euler’s formula, and solve for f5. Then solve for
n, f6, and e.

16. Draw the planar graph that corresponds to the soccer ball.

17. The soccer ball is formally called a “truncated icosahedron.” Why is that?
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There are 13 Archimedean solids. Fill in the following table. Build some of these with Poly-
drons.

n e faces at each vertex name
12 18 4 triangles, 4 hexagons 1 tri, 2 hex truncated tetrahedron
12 8 triangles, 6 squares 2 tri, 2 sq cuboctahedron

36 8 triangles, 6 octagons 1 tri, 2 oct truncated cube
24 36 squares, 8 hexagons 1 sq, 2 hex truncated octahedron
24 48 8 triangles, squares 1 tri, 3 sq rhombicuboctahedron

12 squares, 8 hex, 6 oct 2 sq, 1 hex, 1 oct truncated cuboctahedron
24 32 triangles, squares 4 tri, 1 sq snub cube *
30 20 triangles, 12 pentagons 2 tri, 2 pent icosidodecahedron
60 90 20 triangles, decagons 1 tri, 2 dec truncated dodecahedron
60 90 pentagons, 20 hexagons 1 pent, 2 hex truncated icosahedron
60 120 tri, squares, pent 1 tri, 2 sq, 1 pent rhombicosidodecahedron
120 180 30 squares, hex, 12 dec 1 sq, 1 hex, 1 dec truncated icosidodecahedron
60 80 triangles, 12 pentagons 4 tri, 1 pent snub dodecahedron *

18. Is the dual of an Archimedean solid an Archimedean solid?

A Johnson solid is a convex solid whose faces are convex regular polygon, but there is no re-
striction on the faces or vertices being the same. An example is two regular tetrahedra glued
along a face.
There are two infinite families: the prisms and antiprisms formed from a top and bottom base
being a regular n-gon. In a prism, the n “sides” are squares. In an antiprism, the 2n “sides”
are equilateral triangles.

19. What does a prism whose base is a square look like? What does an antiprism whose base
is a square look like?

Besides the Platonic solids, the Archimedean solids, the prisms, and the antiprisms, there are
exactly 92 other Johnson solids. Many are made by modifications to the Archimedean solids.

20. Can you give an example of one of the other Johnson solids?
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In three dimensions, a Platonic solid has faces that are two dimensional regular polygons. In
four dimensions, a Platonic solid has faces that are three dimensional Platonic solids. There
are 6 Platonic solids in four dimensions:

n e f faces name
5 10 5 tetrahedra simplex
16 32 8 cube hypercube
8 16 16 tetrahedra octahedron

600 1200 120 dodecahedra hyperdodecahedron
120 720 600 tetrahedra hypericosahedron
24 96 24 octahedra 24-cell

In higher dimensions, a Platonic solid has faces that are Platonic solids of one smaller di-
mension. In dimensions 5 and higher, there are only 3 Platonic solids: the analogues of the
tetrahedron, cube, and octahedron.

There are 13 Archimedean solids.

n e faces at each vertex name
12 18 4 triangles, 4 hexagons 1 tri, 2 hex truncated tetrahedron
12 24 8 triangles, 6 squares 2 tri, 2 sq cuboctahedron
24 36 8 triangles, 6 octagons 1 tri, 2 oct truncated cube
24 36 6 squares, 8 hexagons 1 sq, 2 hex truncated octahedron
24 48 8 triangles, 18 squares 1 tri, 3 sq rhombicuboctahedron
48 72 12 squares, 8 hex, 6 oct 2 sq, 1 hex, 1 oct truncated cuboctahedron
24 60 32 triangles, 6 squares 4 tri, 1 sq snub cube *
30 60 20 triangles, 12 pentagons 2 tri, 2 pent icosidodecahedron
60 90 20 triangles, 12 decagons 1 tri, 2 dec truncated dodecahedron
60 90 12 pentagons, 20 hexagons 1 pent, 2 hex truncated icosahedron
60 120 20 tri, 30 squares, 12 pent 1 tri, 2 sq, 1 pent rhombicosidodecahedron
120 180 30 squares, 20 hex, 12 dec 1 sq, 1 hex, 1 dec truncated icosidodecahedron
60 150 80 triangles, 12 pentagons 4 tri, 1 pent snub dodecahedron *
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